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with the Politburo. Nine of the twelve secretaries are new,
and a clear tnajority are close allies of Gorbachev.
Beyond question there has heen a qualitative improvement in the leadership. Overall, the newcomers are
better-educated, more open-minded and younger than those
whose places they have taken. The element of rejuvenation
is clear. Taking the top leadership team as a whole, the
average age has dropped from 67.5 to 62.2.
The personnel change and policy innovation that have
taken place under Gorbachev are equally impressive. For
many in the West, and some in the Soviet Union, who
assumed that the country was both monolithic and unchanging, this must have come as a shock. Gorbachev is a politician with ideas and even ideals, but he knows how to
handle the levers of power. The boldness of some of the innovation has earned him enemies as well as friends in the
Soviet elite, and it is still viewed warily by many a Soviet
citizen. His position is not totally secure and could not be,
given the extent of the changes he is trying to introduce. Yet
the odds are that not only will he stay in office but that he
*ill go on to consolidate his power further. When that happens, there is a real chance that the Gorbachev era will
become the most constructive time of improvement in
Soviet history.
D
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'n certain respecU Gorbachev does appear to have adopt^ some of the assumptions of his harshest critics. U.S. op-
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ponents of trim control tre«ties, for example, frequently
raise the specter of Soviet cheating by asking. How can we
trust a government that doesn't trust its own people? In
the wake of the release of Andrei Sakharov and scores of
other political prisoners. Gorbachev has responded to those
critics on their own terms. One consequence of the domestic
reforms has been a marked "strengthening of trust in
our society." he said at the peace forum. "And this has
itrengthened our confidence in the possibility of bringing
the necessary trust into the sphere of interstate and international relations as well." Finally, he stressed the importance
of having Soviet citizens, not just politicians and diplomats,
uke part ir
<e%% of building mutual trust.
Gorb«chc
^ds have been greeted with mixed reactions in the West. Surely, a ceruin amount of skepticism is
warranted, especially on the matter of internal changes in
the regime's attitude toward Us people. The government's
continued suspiaon of contact with foreigners and its reluctance to allow r
lie kind of
independent "ci
,
-.
- claims to
endorse. Yet whatever the conjunction of internal causes,
the consequences for Soviet foreign policy are exactly as
Oorbache> describes: an increased confidence, a willingness
to take risks in pursuit of accommodation, and a creative
approach to dealint with international relations that is
unparallekd in recent Soviet history.
Oorbachev's foreign policy since becoming General Secreury. in March 1985. has been characterized by flexibility.

sophistication and a high level of energy. He has emphasized
independent relations with countries in Western Europe, the
Middle East and the Pacific, while keeping the door open to
agreements with the United States. In the area of arms control he has made subsuntial concessions and has shown a
remarkable degree of unilateral restraint. Most important,
he has recast the internal debate on the meaning of security,
by accentuating political, diplomatic and economic concerns
over strictly military ones.
In implementing his foreign policy. Gorbachev has sought
to overcome Leonid Brezhnev's legacy of conservatism and
inertia. One particularly revealing symbol of the stagnation
that beset Soviet foreign policy in the waning years of the
Bre/hnev regime was the Foreign Ministry itself. It had heen
directed since 1957 by Andrei Gromyko. and its organi/a
tional structure reflected the world of three decades earlier
Responsibility for relations with Canada. Australia and New
Zealand, for example, rested with the British desk, as if the
sun had not yet set on the empire. Emblematic of Gor
bachev's changes was the "promotion" of Gromyko to the
largely ceremonial position of President and the rearrangement of the ministry under Eduard Shevardnadze. Organizationally. Australia and New Zealand became part of a
new Pacific department; Canada was moved to North
America; and Britain finally joined Europe.
The structural changes are reflected in the substance ol
policy as well. Shevardnadze, the first Soviet Foreign MinistCT to visit Indonesia and Vietnam, has traveled throughout
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noncommunist Asia, promoting trade and improved relations. Gorbachev ha.s made overtures to the Pacific, presenting proposals for a nuclear-free zone that appeal to antinuclear sentiments there, especially in New Zealand and
Australia. He has also tried to improve relations with China
by making territorial concessions, having accepted the
Chinese position on a disputed border along the Amur and
Ussuri rivers. The two countries continue their talks on
political normalization, and in July 1986, Gorbachev announced a si/able withdrawal of Soviet forces from Mongolia and offered to negotiate mutual troop reductions.
In relation to Europe, Gorbachev has sought to free Soviet
policy from the almost obsessive emphasis on the U.S.-Soviet
relationship that characterized the Brezhnev era. He has
developed a personal rapport with British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher; he has e.xpressed respect for France's
independence in military matters, even though currently that
means a French nuclear buildup; and he has encouraged
contacts between West Germany's opposition Social Democrats and East Germany's Sixialist Unity Party, aimed at
limiting chemical weapons and establishing a nuclear-free
zone in Central Europe. His proposals for reducing conventional forces in Europe should interest those members of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization that, for financial and
demographic reasons, find it difficult to meet existing
military commitments.
Gorbachev's policy toward the Third World marks another distinct break from the Bre/hnev approach. On the

rhetorical level, Soviet support for national liberation movements has changed from promises of economic and military
a.ssistance to expressions of "profound sympathy," in the
words of the new edition of the Communist Party Program,
which sets guidelines for future policy. The Gorbachev leadership seems interested in fostering relations more with
Western-oriented Third World regimes, such as Mexico and
Saudi Arabia, than with those that espouse Marxist-Leninist
philosophies, such as Ethiopia and Mozambique. Soviet relations with India serve as a model, and Gorbachev received
a warm reception on his visit there last fall. He will make a
long-awaited tour of the l-atin American continent this fall,
the first for a Soviet leader. Gorbachev may use the trip to
highlight those Soviet efforts in the region that are highly pragmatic: forging diplomatic links and expanding trade
relations and development assistance programs. That emphasis may explain Gorbachev's reluctance to commit ihe
Soviet Union to the defense of Nicaragua against the threat
from the United States, and reflect his apparent concern
that superpower conflicts in the Third World could escalate
out of control.
Yet sensitivity to the potential for conflict with the I'niied
States is not the sole, or even the primary, reason behind the
change in Soviet policy. The impetus appears to be economic. The Stalinist model of rapid industrialization has not
achieved notable successes in its export version. The case of
Cuba illustrates the dilemma: its economy is maintained
with the help of Soviet subsidies estimated at the equivalent
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of several million dollars a day In trying to account for the
model's shortcommgj, Soviet academic specialists on the
Third World have increasingly returned to traditional Marxist concc
f development. They argue that poor countnes wui. ,v-Jal" systems of peasant-based agriculture
have to p u s through a capitalist phase before they are ready
for socialism. The Soviel Union now advises its allies in the
Third World to remain integrated in the capiulist world
eoonomy rather than jump directly to socialism. Indeed,
the Soviet Union itself has moved in that direction, seeking to join the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) and passmg laws intended to encourage foreign
investment.
The change in approach toward the Third World undoubtedly has a political motivation a.s well. The Reagan
Administration's rhetoric about the Soviet Union as the
toarce of all conflict in the world has touched a nerve
_ Soviet leaders, who prefer to present themselves
• force for peace and stability. The Soviet Union's offer
to work with the West in oombatinp
m should be
seen in that light. Its renewed internt .
mng an international conference on the Middle East may also indicate a
change in attitude about the problem.s in that region. One
important sign of a shift u the movement, albeit erratic,
toward improving rdatiom with Israel. Meanwhile, the
esublishment of dipioOMtic ties with Oman and the United
Arab Emirates iadkalCi a desire to break the diplomatic
isolation in the Matlem world that followed the Soviet
Union's 1979 inv«MNi of Afghanistan.
Tbe Afghan war remaiiis a barrier not only to an improved Soviet image abroad but. more crucially, to efforts
aimed at decrea-sing the military involvement of both superpowers in the developing world. Some prominent Soviet of
ficiab now appear interested in pursuing the idea of mutual
restraints on armed intervention in the Third World. Last
mmmer Anatoiy Dobrynin. the recently appointed Central
Committee secretary for foreign affair* and former Ambas
•ador to the United Sutes. made a number of constructive
profMMli in Uw inniwmwl pvtjr journal Kommunist. He
wrote of the med t o « « M W i **Bonn of behavior" to limit
actiom and to regulate regional conflicts that could
into world war He pfopOMd ti»l the mpcrpoweri
the use of force in innrnlio—I rrfMkJiiB. to ai to
a climate of trust that would permit the resolution of
local conflku by diplomatic and poiitical, rather than miliury. means. Bul the words ring hollow as long as the Soviet
Army remains in Afghanistan.
- Ckirtachev gives everv
m of wanting to get out of
tiM war In hn speech
; wcnty-seventh Party Con
gress. in February 1986. he characterized the situation in Afghanistan as a "bleeding wound" and vowed "to withdraw
Ike SovMl Moopt itaiionwi in Affhanisuo at the request of
i n g u m — I l l ** The proipecu for doing so hardly seem
bright, however, despite some progress in recent negotiations sfwnsorcd by the UniMd Nstiooa. Soviet attempu at
eecurint • oeMe-ftre h«ve not OMt wfch MMOm. Ckarty.
new iMnlii^ on Afghanistan is in order, although
of it MNM be done in Washington Many t " ''":
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cials are content simply to let the wound bleed, oblivious to
the risks of a spreading infection.
The Soviet leaders have tried to persuade the United
Sutes of their interest in improving relations, despite the
Reagan Administration's obstructionism, by making concessions on arms control. Their unilateral moratorium on
nuclear testing lasted for more than a year and a half, even
as the United States exploded more than twenty-six nuclear
devices. Beyond that they refrained from testing antisatellite
weapons, and they agreed to unprecedented measures of onsite inspection to verify compliance with arms agreements,
including the presence of U.S. scientists with seismic monitoring equipment adjacent to Soviet nuclear test ranges.
In return for those concessions the Soviet Union has
sought a commitment from the United States not to violate

the 1972 Aniiballistic Missile Treaty by deploying the Star
Wars system. But President Reagan seems to have becovnt more intransigent on the issue the more Gorbachev
has offered concessions. Gorbachev accepted the 'VC^^J
option." agreeint to remove SS-20 missiles targeted «
Europe without first resolving the Star Wars issue. The
weapons that those SS-20s were originally intended t^
counter—U.S. forward-based nuciear-armed aircraft an
the growing Frentn and British arsenals—would remain "
Ihc
rwpotlse the Administration hardened <
"
Stretific Defense Initiative. Rather than p<
for ten yean, as the President proposed at Reykjavik
Admin
now insisU on deploying a Sur Wars ''y
starting ... . y ^ . even though no one believes an
defense could be implemented that early, if ever.
the
theleu, Gorbachev has refused, as he puts it, to "s
by
door." He has actrfpifd additional condition*
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the United States to the zero option and has expressed a willingness to discuss allowing Star Wars research to be conducted beyond the laboratory phase.
Gorbachev has evidently come under some criticism at
home for his conciliatory approach to the United States.
The end of the testing moratorium and the continuing
Soviet presence in Afghanistan indicate the limits of his
ability to maneuver. On the whole, though, Gorbachev
seems to be in a relatively strong position to continue
pushing Soviet policy in the direction of moderation. Here,
ironically, his words have assumed even greater importance
than his deeds. Perhaps Gorbachev's main contribution to
the new thinking on Soviet foreign policy has been the way
in which he has reframed the debate on national security.
He has broadened the definition to downplay the military
component while stressing the role of politics, diplomacy
and, above all, economic strength. Yet, it is unclear how
far he can go without some reciprocation from the American side.
Gorbachev has implemented a number of important internal changes so that Soviet security will no longer be dominated by strictly military concerns. First, he replaced several
senior commanders. Second, he has attempted lo break the
military's monopoly on expertise in the security field by encouraging civilian academics to become involved in this area.
Dobrynin apparently has set up a section of his Central
Committee department to act as an alternative source of
military advice. In considering how the Soviet Union should
respond to Star Wars without developing a costly .system of
its own, Gorbachev has relied on civilian experts in the Academy of Sciences, primarily Yevgeny Velikhov and Roald
Sagdeev.
Like many of his predecessors. Gorbachev fears that the
United States is attempting "to undermine the U.S.S.R.
economically by means of an arms race," as he told the
C/cciioslovak newspaper Rude Pravo. "We will do everything so as not to allow this malicious plan to come true,"
he asserted. If the Soviet Union is weak economically. Gorbachev argued, "the pressure from the enemies of socialism
intensifies." But. if "we become stronger, more solid economically, and on the stKial and political level, the in'erest of the capitalist world in normal relations with us
will grow."
In speeches to both domestic and lorcit}" audiences Gor''•chev has made clear the link between security and economic reform. At home he has emphasized that political re•^orm may be a prerequisite to the success of his economic
Policies. As he told an audience of Soviet writers in
July 1986, "Unless we involve the people, nothing will come
out of it." Does (
v really believe that this process
of internal demtx...n.*.uon will have an effect on Soviet
foreign policy? His remarks to another group of writers the
Previous momh-intended to be off th' but leaked
'o a Western newspaper by one of the i
ants-leave
no doubt. "Our enemies have discovered our secret, he
•^aid. "Our nuclear capability does not frighten them. They
't start a war One thing causes them anxiety: if
develops m the Soviet Union, if we succeed, then

we will win." Gorbachev evidently attributes the mixed
reception to his new thinking in foreign policy to Western
ambivalence about the long-term implications of a more
moderate, economically vigorous and democratic Soviet
Union. He may be right.
D
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ntil recently the conservative leaders of Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Rumania and Bulgaria dealt with their critics by throwing them
in jail, confiscating their publications or forcing some troublemakers into exile. But now that Mikhail Gorbachev has stepped into the critics' ranks, that approach is no longer so easy. His call for candor in politics,
economic reform and cultural liberalization has thrown mto
disarray those Eastern European regimes that once depended
on the Soviet Union to act as a bulwark against change.
Indeed, far from rushing to embrace Gorbachev's polKy
of glasnost, some of these governments have subtly mobi*
lized their resources against the Soviet leader. After Gorbachev articulated his plan for democratic electoral reform
in a highly publicized speech at the Central Committee
Plenum on January 27 and proposed the introduction of
secret ballots and multiple candidates in Soviet elections,
copies of Pravda containing the speech were suddenly
withdrawn from public distribution in Prague. In East Germany, which has a longstanding policy of repnnting the
speeches of Soviet leaders, the official press published only a
cursory summation of Gorbachev's remarks. Clearly, there
are influential politiciatis in Eastern Europe, as in the Soviet
Union, who will do everything they can to shield their positions and privileges from the new wave of reform.
Only in the past few months has Gorbachev addressed the
question of changing Moscow's historically dicutohal relationship with Eastern Europe. But from his first days in office he recognized that his country was dealing with states
that are now more nearly the equals of the Soviet Union
than in the past, each possessing a greater sense of iu own
rights and entitlements. Hence, more than any of his predecessors. Gorbachev has maintained regular communication
with members of the bloc, in order to "leam to prevent a
collision of interests of the various socialist countries,"
as he put it at the Twenty-seventh Party Congress. He still
adheres, however, to the principle that his allies should ask
not what the Soviet Union can do for them, but what they
A. James McAdams, the author of East Germany and
Detente: Buildmg Authority After the Wail (Cambridge
UtUvmtty PrwaK tmdm Sovkt. Eastern Europam and
German politics at Princeton University.

